ripple content the normalized frequency value can be obtained. From the loading factor of the filter, the damping ratios may be calculated. Then, the stability curves place limitations on the feedback gain. Finally, the feedback gain determines the relationship between the regulation and the filter loss factor, using eq. (25): Regulation = 1 -rK These considerations should be useful in the first steps of the converter design process.
These considerations should be useful in the first steps of the converter design process.
CONCLUSIONS
We have set out a limited aim in this article and we have succeeded in reaching it. We have selected a narrow class of dc-to-dc converters and found useful tools of analysis for them. We have generated data that can be used to calculate the theoretically best possible converter configuration of this class as far as the small signal stability of the converter is concerned. And we have hoped that the large signal stability problem will lend itself to a practical solution. Finally, still keeping in this same narrow class of convaerters, the analysis of the physical characteristics of these converters might give us a plausible design method in the future. It might also be necessary to consider more complicated converter schemes such as the buck-boost or parallel circuit configurations. At this time it is not obvious that these more complicated circuits offer any advantages to the converter designer. Also, the solution of the absolute stability of the converter will have to be investigated through the addition of a third feedback loop to the converter. The Consider the following SHUNT CONVERTER DESIGN TECHNIQUE A step-by-step technique for the design of shunt converters is explained in this section. Equations used in this example are derived in [2] . Referring to the block ciagram in Fig. 2 [5] . The block iagram of a switching converter is illustrated in Fig. 3 Losses:
where f is the desired frequency at maximum load. An air gaped "C" core would be best suited for the choke component.
3) Select a capacitor for the output filter: The complete schematic at the switching converter is shown in Fig. 6 A switching converter will usually exhibit ringing in the output filter for some types of loads so it has only fair stability performance. The best designed produet is only as good as the people and materials finally used to make it. The task of determinino-that people with the required skills and materials of the proper specified quality are used to build a product must be included in power processor design by other means. This task requires participation of many disciplines including rigorous reliability and quality assurance engineering [9] .
